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Live is what you make it

With millions of free videos online, audiences are
spoiled for choice. But the more content viewers have
to choose from, the less each piece is worth. Live
content is the exception. When something’s live, it’s
an experience people can be part of. Live sports in
particular bring people together – same time, different
place.
They don’t want to miss a second – and this makes it
an advertiser’s dream: stadium signage, naming rights,
product placements and ads the audience will happily
sit through. Let’s face it, they can’t fast-forward them.
Live content holds commercial value – for example
people will pay to watch a live boxing match. But,
because the internet is full of things to watch for free,
that value is quickly eroding in non-live content. It is

Spoiling the moment
When people watch live events on traditional OTT platforms, the action they see varies from screen to screen.
Nothing spoils the moment like finding out about a score
30 seconds before you get to see it. As a result, people are
forced to log out of social platforms or risk hearing what’s
happening on someone else’s screen before it happens
on theirs. With our solution, social interactivity does not
break down. The potential for broader engagement is
brought to the fore.

also the glue that holds bundled cable subscriptions
together. Just compare the monthly price with and
without the sports channels to see the value that
audiences place on live sports events.
When people share an experience, it can become a
social phenomenon:
• Super Bowl 50 - 200 million Facebook interactions
• 2015 Champions League Final - +834 million Twitter
impressions.
It’s not just live sports either; award shows and
social media go hand-in-hand. It’s not even limited
to real-time live. Some TV shows generate over half
a million tweets per episode. Social interaction is a
growing part of entertainment that lets viewers share
the experience – unless they’re watching OTT.

INTERACTION WHERE THE ACTION IS
The rise of Over-The-Top (OTT) video has shaken established business
models and created completely new
ones. But up until now, its main limitation has been a lack of synchronization. Traditional OTT platforms
adapt to each user’s connection
by creating variable delay, ranging
from seconds to minutes. It’s no
problem for binge-watching on-demand content, but it kills much of
the potential of live content.
Synchronized live OTT opens up
new interactive entertainment possibilities that gives broadcasters,
content owners and advertisers new
ways to engage with their audience.

Net Insight has developed the world’s first
live OTT video platform which delivers
frame-accurate video and audio synchronization across any device. Audiences can
now share live experiences, but that’s just
the start. The solution also synchronizes
OTT with broadcast TV. It’s now possible
to offer companion content that integrates
the second screen seamlessly into the first
screen experience.

Synchronization

In motor sports, you can choose your driver cam on the second screen and watch
each movement of the steering wheel turn
their car on the first screen in real time. It
also offers data synchronization that opens
up new interactive possibilities. Now the
viewer will also be able to see the revs and
heartbeat of the driver go up on the second screen as the driver accelerates, and
place real time bets on whether they will
pass the car ahead before the bend.

Interactivity

Viewers will also be able to vote, poll, give
their opinion – and that’s just what we can
think of. Synchronized live OTT enables
new interactive possibilities that will
change the rules of engagement for broadcasters, advertisers and content owners.

Engagement

Reward

Fig 1. Chain reaction Synchronization creates new possibilities for interactivity, greater engagement and new
monetization opportunities.
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NET INSIGHT’S LIVE OTT PLATFORM
Net Insight provides a virtualized software solution, back-end and streaming
platform for massively scalable media distribution. The solution can be deployed
over private, public or mixed cloud. The
terminating part of the solution is the
client SDK (software development kit).
This has pre-support for the most popular connected handheld IOS and Android
devices. The client SDK enables application developers to add next generation
TV to their apps, cross platform, with a
uniform API. The SDK contains the media
distribution termination part, but also media decoding and rendering, i.e. a player. It
provides a quick and hassle-free way into
an extended TV experience.

pending on the application requirements.
As the solution supports different types of
quality (SD, HD, 4K etc.), it means that the
content provider can decide what quality
they want the viewer to experience. What
offering they want to provide.

Robust transport
Net Insight’s solution adapts to any kind of
underlying network quality. It distributes
streaming media from source to clients
with the required robustness. The solution
handles packet drops and re-ordering
even in harsh network environments, de-

Prolonged quality experience
The side effect of a robust distribution
mechanism is an overall picture quality
increase due to an inertia effect, prolonging time at the highest quality level. When
the robustness resources are exhausted,
a quality change is forced in order to keep

Fixed delay
The solution provides a signal which has a
predictable, fixed delay and synchronous
playback across devices independent
of device manufacturer. Typical devices
include smartphones and tablets. But with
open APIs for hardware access, content
providers can also harmonize with the big
screen TV for an extended experience with
a retail media device.

the experience of continuity, synchronization between screens and the fixed low
latency, using a refined adaptive bit rate
(ABR) technology.
A better interface
At Net Insight, we’re driven to master the
end-user TV experience. It’s why we’ve
developed this solution to begin with. So
it’s no surprise that user interface has been
given special attention. Today, channel
change using standard technology for
online streaming takes between 3-6
seconds. We’ve created an instant channel
change procedure, without overbooking
the link. This feature enables developers to
create a new user interface experience that
lets viewers change channels instantly by
swiping on an iPad or other mobile device.
It means a better viewing experience and
the increased customer uptake and loyalty
that comes with it.

Fig 2. Replace nothing, change everything. Harmonizing broadcast and OTT delivery means huge off-load for aggregation networks
and huge CAPEX savings for operators.
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GET MORE OUT OF LIVE
Synchronized live OTT has the power to
revitalize existing revenue models and
create completely new ones. Combining synchronized social interactivity
and real-time multi-screen interactivity,
delivers quality worth paying for and a
platform for engagement. And it’s only
the beginning.
Broadcasters & Content Owners
Quality worth paying for
Convincing subscribers to pay in a world of
free content takes something special. Synchronized live OTT enables broadcasters
and content owners to differentiate their
offering with higher quality OTT for higher

quality of experience (QoE). It also enables
them to connect the second screen to the
first.
Social platforms and tech companies are
clambering to offer services that leverage
first screen content – whether it is their
content or not. But they can only offer
a parallel experience with on-demand
content or a very limited offering with live
content. With synchronized live OTT, it’s
now possible for broadcasters and content
providers to deliver interactive entertainment experiences so compelling, they will
‘own’ the second screen – and all that goes
with it.

Pure OTT providers
Live and uninterrupted
Up until now, pure OTT providers with an
on-demand focus have had little interest
in live. But things have changed. ‘Live’
premieres of time-shifted content such as
hit series and films are increasing in importance as the social interactivity that goes
with them grows. People want to communicate via social platforms when their favorite series is on. Take The Walking Dead
example and then imagine the possibilities
if it had been synchronized over both OTT
and broadcast TV.
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Fig 3. Making Waves Second screen sync will strengthen existing revenue models and create completely new ones
Personalized advertising
A platform for engagement
Advertisers have opportunities that are
just waiting to be pounced on. A compelling OTT experience that interacts
with the first screen, means viewers are
both engaged and willing. This means
rich first party data. Whereas programmatic advertising is demographic-driven,
synchronized live OTT makes personalized
advertising possible. Advertisers can know
who’s watching and what they’re interested
in. This will let them deliver more relevant
advertising and less of it. It means a better
experience for viewers, better results for
advertisers, and greater monetization for
content.
Online betting
Interactivity you can bet on
Betting on a result we already know is a
surefire way to win. Which is why betting

companies don’t allow it. This limits what
they can offer. However, the fixed low delay
of synchronized live OTT means they can
offer betting that’s much closer to the
action – part of the action even. Real time
betting and interactivity between second
screen and first will mean a far richer,
more deeply integrated experience for
those who enjoy raising the stakes of their
entertainment.
Network operators
Turn a commodity into a valuable resource
On-demand video can be cached and delivered cheaply by networks that prioritize
cost over performance. This has continued
to weaken network operators’ negotiating
position and turned once-valuable bandwidth into a commodity. Synchronized
live OTT changes this. It means performance-critical traffic and a much stronger
position in the value chain for those who
can deliver it.
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Shaping the future of media
At Net Insight, our vision is to enable a
live and interactive media experience for
everyone. We want to lead a revolution in
real time. Letting people engage with media and one another in perfect synchrony.
To do this, we create the tools the industry
needs.
Synchronized live OTT has the potential
to revolutionize not only OTT, but also the
way we view entertainment in general. It
enables not only broadcasters, content
owners and network operators to revitalize
existing revenue models and create new
ones, but also lets app developers, tech
companies and start-ups create possibilities beyond what we can even imagine.
We’re excited to bring you these possibilities. Capitalize on them.
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